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In 2014, American singer-songwriter Jason Derulo set a new world record
for the most songs written in a year, with 130 compositions. This
remarkable feat has led many to wonder how he was able to achieve such
an impressive output.

In this article, we will explore the techniques and strategies that Derulo
used to write so many songs in such a short period of time. We will also
discuss the challenges that he faced and how he overcame them.

Derulo's Creative Process

Derulo's creative process begins with a strong foundation in music theory.
He has studied music since he was a child, and he is proficient in playing
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several instruments. This knowledge gives him a deep understanding of
how music works, which allows him to write songs that are both catchy and
complex.

Once he has a strong musical foundation, Derulo begins to develop his
ideas. He often starts by coming up with a melody or a chord progression.
From there, he will start to add lyrics and flesh out the song.

Derulo is not afraid to experiment with different genres and styles. He
draws inspiration from a wide range of musical influences, including pop,
R&B, hip-hop, and electronic music.

Once he has a song that he is happy with, Derulo will record it and share it
with his team. He is open to feedback and criticism, and he is willing to
make changes to his songs until they are perfect.

The Challenges of Writing So Many Songs

Writing 130 songs in a year is no easy task. Derulo faced a number of
challenges along the way, including:

Writer's block: Derulo admits that he sometimes struggles with
writer's block. When this happens, he will often take a break from
songwriting and do something else, such as reading, watching movies,
or spending time with friends.

Self-doubt: Derulo also struggles with self-doubt at times. He can be
hard on himself and sometimes wonders if he is good enough.
However, he has learned to overcome these doubts by reminding
himself of his past successes.



Time constraints: Writing so many songs in a year requires a lot of
time and effort. Derulo often had to sacrifice other activities, such as
sleep and socializing, in order to meet his deadlines.

How Derulo Overcame the Challenges

Despite the challenges, Derulo was able to overcome them and write 130
songs in a year. He did this by:

Setting realistic goals: Derulo did not try to write 130 songs in a
month or even a week. He set realistic goals for himself and worked
towards them one day at a time.

Staying organized: Derulo kept a journal where he wrote down all of
his ideas. This helped him to stay organized and to keep track of his
progress.

Collaborating with others: Derulo often collaborated with other
songwriters and producers. This helped him to get new ideas and to
learn from others.

Taking breaks: Derulo knew that he could not write songs all the time.
He scheduled regular breaks for himself to relax and recharge.

Jason Derulo's achievement of writing 130 songs in a year is a testament
to his dedication, hard work, and creativity. He is an inspiration to all
aspiring musicians who want to achieve great things.

If you want to write more songs, remember to set realistic goals, stay
organized, collaborate with others, and take breaks. With hard work and
dedication, you can achieve anything you set your mind to.
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